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Lesson Objective SWBAT define culture and explain the components. Students will understand why 

culture and understanding our differences is important. Students will explore 

strategies for interacting with others and engaging with people from different 

backgrounds. 

Teacher’s Goal for 
Self 

Create a safe space in which students feel comfortable, clearly explain concepts and 
give appropriate examples. 

Language & Formulas Culture- system of beliefs, values, and assumptions about life that guide behavior 
and are shared by a group of people. 
Values- things that are important to us, things that we think are good and bad 
Beliefs-trust, faith or confidence in something, being sure something is true or exists 
Traditions- a way of thinking, behaving or doing something that has been used by a 
group for a long time 
Cultural sensitivity/cultural awareness- knowing that differences and similarities 
between people and groups exist without saying one is better/worse, right/wrong. 
An openness to learning about other cultures without passing judgement. 

Assumptions Students will have a basic understanding of culture as differences between countries 
and nationalities. Students may not have explored culture as a broader, more 
encompassing concept. 

Expected Problems Students may struggle with stereotypes or get stuck in sharing specific things.  
Materials Sheets of scratch paper (one per group) 

Components of Culture Flashcards 
Handout: Defining my Culture 

  
Warm-up: 5 min. Split everyone into groups. Give each group a topic to brainstorm and make a list of 

characteristics: 

• Culture of the middle school 

• Culture of Telluride/Norwood/Nucla/Paradox 

• Culture of Colorado 

• Culture of the Unites States 

• Culture of Skiing 

• Culture of  
Have groups share their answers without saying which place they are describing.  

Introduction: 5 min.  What is culture? (see definition above) 
Have students share their definitions and make a list on the board. 
Culture is: 

Customs & traditions 
Values & beliefs 
Everyone has culture 

Presentation: 15 min.  Introduce the concept: Culture is like an iceberg. So parts of culture are easy to see, 
like the top of an iceberg and some parts are hidden below the surface.  
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Pass out one characteristic of culture to each student (or have volunteers 
depending on size of group) 
Draw a large iceberg on the board, with the water line dividing the iceberg 
with most of the iceberg under the water. 
Have them arrange where the characteristic belongs- is it a visible part of 
culture or an invisible? 

Only about 10% of an iceberg is visible; similarly, only some parts of culture are 
visible. These things are usually the things we see, hear and touch. They are explicitly 
learned, meaning they are clearly defined and showed to us and are usually things 
we are conscious of or notice. Eg. Clothing- we learn what is cool by looking at ads, 
looking at what other people are wearing, by what we are allowed or not allowed to 
wear (usually told to us by parents and school dress code). 
 
Other things aren’t clearly defined or showed to us directly, we often learn them 
without realizing and these ideas and parts of us are normally harder to change. Eg. 
Concept of time if you are early or late to appointments 
 
Go over the answers and ask students the following questions: 

• How does a person learn a culture? 
o Culture is learned 
o Passed from generation to generation 

• Does culture stay the same? (What are examples of how it changes) 

• Why is learning about culture important? 
Define cultural sensitivity and cultural awareness 

• What can we do to be culturally sensitive and aware both in school 
and outside of school? 

• Why is it important to learn about other cultures? 
Practice: 10 min.  Have students individually reflect on their culture and identities.  

Pass out a Defining my Culture sheet to each student: 

Have students fill in their names in the middle of the sheet and then write 
their most important components of their culture/identity 

Review  1.  What is culture? 
2.  What does cultural sensitivity and cultural awareness look like in practice? 

Notes: 
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